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Conway’s Game of Life for Excel 

Executive Summary 
Conway’s Game of Life for Excel (CGoLfE) is an excel program that plays Conway’s Game of Life using 

Excel cells for input and output.  Conway’s Game of Life was written by John Conway to be a cellular 

automation model.  The game is played on a two-dimensional grid, which makes Excel a good candidate 

for a Game of Life client.   Each individual cell can be in either one of two states: alive or dead.  The 

game has turns or “generations”; in between each generation it is decided if each individual cell will be 

alive or dead in the next generation -- this process is called a step.  The game follows the following rules 

(taken from Wikipedia): 

1. Any live cell with fewer than two live neighbors dies, as if caused by under-population. 

2. Any live cell with two or three live neighbors lives on to the next generation. 

3. Any live cell with more than three live neighbors dies, as if by overcrowding. 

4. Any dead cell with exactly three live neighbors becomes a live cell, as if by reproduction. 

The game only needs the initial state as input, but it is possible to change the state of each cell after the 

first step has occurred.  CGoLfE includes an Excel sheet that acts as the input/output grid and a user 

form which controls the progress of the game.  The user form allows a user to reset the form, resizing all 

cells to the normal size and resetting all cells to the dead state.  The user form allows a user to 

randomize the state of each cell, this will randomly choose the state of the cell, giving a 1:3 chance to be 

alive and 2:3 chance to be dead.  The user form also allows the user to make a single step through the 

game.  The user form also allows the user to step continuously through the game until the process is 

cancelled.  The user form also allows the user to choose between three interesting preset starting 

states.  At any time the user can double click on a cell to change the cell’s state. 



Implementation 

User Form 

 

1: User Form Screenshot 

The user form is used to control the game.  Each button controls a certain aspect of the game.  The subs 

and functions of the User Form class are listed below with descriptions. 

- Boolean isRunning: Module-wide variable that determines if the program should be running 

continuously. 

- Sub btnStep_Click: When the “Step” button is clicked, this button calls the Sub that makes 

the game progress one generation. 

- Sub btnRun_Click: When the “Run” button is clicked, the Sub that makes the game progress 

one generation is called continuously.  If the cancel button is clicked, the isRunning variable 

is set to false, and the loop will end.  Calls DoEvents once per loop to listen for user input to 

cancel. 

- Sub btnStop_Clik: Will set isRunning = false, effectively ending the loop if the continuous run 

is running. 

- Sub btnPreset_Click: There are three preset starting states.  When one of these buttons is 

pressed, the game will reset and then be filled with the starting state data. 

- Sub btnReset_Click: When the “Reset” button is pressed, the Sub that resets the game state 

is called. 



Module 
The module contains the logic code for the game.  This code is called from the User Form.  The subs and 

functions of the module are listed below with descriptions. 

- Sub Reset(): Resets all cells to the dead state.  Reorganizes columns and rows so they are 

the correct size. 

- Sub Preset(): Calls reset().  Then makes the board into a preset starting pattern. 

- Sub RandFill(): Calls reset().  Randomly chooses the state of each cell on the board, giving a 

1:3 chance to be alive and 2:3 chance to be dead. 

- Sub Step():  Calls WillLive() for each cell in the game and then updates the board with the 

information for the next generation. 

- Function WillLive(row,col):  Checks the input cell based on the row and col paramenters to 

see if the cell will live in the next generation.  This function uses the rules of the game to 

determine if the cell will live.  Returns a Boolean.  

 

Figure 2: willLive() in action 

Sheet 
The sheet function allows the user to double click on a cell to change its state. 

- Worksheet_BeforeDoubleClick(): When a cell is double clicked this function changes the 

state of the cell between alive and dead. 

  



CGoLFE in Action 
On this page there are three images of Conway’s Game of Life being played.  The pattern shown is an 

oscillating 3-step pattern.  This pattern repeats itself, but many do not.  You may display this pattern in 

CGoLFE by selecting “Preset 2” in the User Form. 

 

  



Conceptual Difficulties 
The two difficulties I had while programming Conway’s Game of Life were getting the logic to work and 

accepting user input while the game continuously loops. 

Logic 
The first obstacle I had to overcome was solving the game of life in a robust manner.  The first function I 

wrote is a function that takes a column and row as input and returns a Boolean which determines 

whether a cell will live or die in the next generation, based on the rules of Conway’s Game of Life.  This 

function checks the state of all cells around the current cell and the state of the current cell and uses 

logic to solve this.  This function can be called from the spreadsheet to aid a user who is studying a 

pattern.  The next sub I wrote was a step; it looped through all cells, put their next generation state in a 

2d array, and then updated the spreadsheet when that processing was finished. 

Input while Looping 
VBA does not allow multithreading, so I could not put the user form in a separate thread from the 

processing.  I tried different ways to fix this but could not figure out how to continuously loop through 

the game.  Allowing the game to continuously loop is important so a user can observe the game 

progress without having to click a button to progress through each generation.  I was able to fix this by 

including a call to DoEvents at the end of each loop of a continuous loop.  The loop checks a class 

Boolean to see if it should proceed.  The cancel button sets that Boolean to false when pressed. 


